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ABSTRACT L

Values tend to beCome distorted at the intercultu.ral
level. What is considered "good" in one society may be criticized as
"bad" or "incomprehensible" in another. For example, American culture
tends to value t me to the point of obsesSion, whereas Hispanic
cultures subordi te temporal considerations to interpersonal
relationships. T= resulting clash which will occur between
representatives , divergent cultures may then be predicted
accurately. I should convince teachers, it is argued, of the
necessity to adopt a flexible frame of reference and an attitude of
suspended judgment in dealing with any crosscultural circumstances.
What is needed, is the ability to look at the world through someone
else's eyes and to perceivet in the manner determined by the
viewer's own-cultural filter. Such a skill is simply a matter of
acquiring the needed competences in cross cultural understanding.
Without this empathy for other cultures, the effectiveness of an
adult eOcator will be considerably reduced, as a result of
restrictive, communication at the cognitive, as well as the affective
and psychomotor levels. The task of the adult educator is not so much
that of "changing" the learners' values as that of helping him (1)
acquire an additional and different set of values, and (2) learn to
behave differentially according to context. (Author/JM) ')
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. EXCERPT 3

CULTURAL CONFLICTS IN VALUES, ASSUMPTIONS, OPINIONS

Cultural values represent the beliefs and ways of acting

which are held important by a society, and which give a common

sense of identity to spl of its members. From these values are

derived a set of norms, or rules which define appropriate and

inappropriate behaviors within the given society, and which

provide sanctions for the violation of these norms, and rewards

for their observance.

As a rule, values gre considered to be more generalized

than assumptions (or attitudes) or opinions (or beliefs), they

are also mode basic and less numerous than the latter.

According to Milton Rokeach, the average person holds dozens

of values, thousands of attitudes, and tens of thousands of

beliefs.1 What complicates matters is that.values, attitudes

and beliefs undergo a continuousprocess of change and tend

to vary somewhat from one group or individual to another.

The existence of these two factors -- change and variations --,

therefore, makeit extremely difficult for members of any

society to identify, and agree upon, those patterns which may be

considered characteristic of their own and other groups: Thus,

crosscultural differences in values, attitudes or beliefs often

act as sources of conflict between individuals raised in

different societies. A knowledge of these differences and

how they operate is, therefore, essential to the achievement

of,effective intercultural communication. And, in terms of

the classroom situations, a teacher who'deals with adultS needs

1Rokeach, Milton,..Beliefs, Attitudes, and Values (San
Francisco, California: Jossey-Boss,

rN,
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to examine his own beliefs, attitudes and laliles in relation

to what he teaches to his students, as well as in relation to

the letters' needs, in order to help them adapt to a style of

life which varies from that of their own, culture. Whatever

change he attempts to produce within'tlie learners will have

to be carried out in an open manner which leaved them with the

freedom to accept or reject the proposed change. TIe major

objective to -be accomplished in this respect is to convey to

the students the conviction that there are no right or

''Wrong- values, attitudes or beliefs per se, but only

appropriate or inappropriate. ones, as determined by the situa-

tional context. Any' individual who accepts and understands the

existence of likenesses and differenceS in thinking, behaving

and feeling '(as well as in speaking) among the various'people

of the world can be said to'hold-the key to intercultural

understanding.

Values

(--
There are many definitions of this term available to the

layman; in fact, it would seem that each scholar who handles

the concept writes his own definitiori. .0ne of the most popular

ones was offered by Rokeach in 1969: sA.

'A value is a standard or yardstick to guide actions,
attitudes,vomparisons, evaluations, and justifications

of self to others.l

Regardless of the,choice of .definition, the processes and

dimensions inherent to values may be readily identified. They

entail, the processes of selection, valuation and action:

' Rokeach, Beliefs, Attitudes and Values.

t)



Selection.

Valuation:

Action:

3

the individual chooses freely among alternative
behaviors, with full cognizance of the con- '

sequences of his -choice.

the individual is content with the selected
alternative and. is willing.tb proclaim it.

the individual acts in a manner consistent
with his choice,,

In terms of dimensions, Values may be intrinsic or extrinsic.

As a rule, however, most,peopie hold values which are both

intrinsic and extrinsic. A student may value learning, for

instance, because he is interested in new ideas (intrinsic

value),.and he may also value the grades he receives for his

learning achievement (extrinsic value).

Among the many values each person may be said to possess,

some are more important than others; values are, therefore,

usually organized into a hierarchical network which is subject

to modifications, with the passing ,of years. All decisions

made by an individual are based upon his specific system of

values, this system of values may, in turn, hdve been influenced

by those of a particular group (to which he belongs or wants

to belong) within his culture.

At the intercultural level, conflicts between two values

or sets of valuesmay be expected to occ4-, frequently within

newcomers into acommunity. In adult education classes, it

will.be the responsibility of the teacher to,help such students

resolve these conflicts in a rational manner, on the basis of

informatiori concerning the American way of life (including

choices and predictable outcomes of' behaviors).

4
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Vanes And)the Individual

Most experts agree that a relationship existspetw8en the

values.beld by an individual and the goals he 'sets. up for himself.

In fact, the two concepts are often held as synonymous to each

othetzo The relationship between them has never-really been

clearly defined.

Values .Are also known to determine attitudes, as wellbas

to influence goalg in members of a given society. They. tend

to' be revealed in,a tangible Way by expressed attitudes, beliefs-
.

. and opinions*, r by externalized behaviors. Attitudes,in turn,

may be defined as a s'et of interrelated
beliefs, and both may

be verbalized through statements of personal opinions. The most

1 \

dangerous Attitude.(exPressedby opinV)P) 's that of prejudice
- 1

hich qsults in the judgmeli of an.sindividtial or- group of people;

thing, or situation, with li tle or no factual basis. Prejudicial

attitudes'always'affect the newcomer into a host culture detri-

m

1
k - ...

entally,'for no better reasonthan the fact that he sis*an out-

,

,

sider who does not conform to the norms of the group. The danger

of prejudice lies mainly in its bower to become actualized into

outright discrimination against
representatives of '"out' groups,

while being justified in the eyet of'the perpetrator in terms

of the stereotypes
he has acquired for Bach of/these

groups.

And, of course, such stereotypes Are usually negative in nature,

as may be illustrated in the follo4nglexamples:

-British people are stuffy . . . Italians are noisy . . .

Puerto Ricans are unreliable... . .a

k
Anyone who holds such beliefs will continue to do so, even in

theface of incontrovertible
evidence; for values, attitudes,
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beliesfs, opinims, and the like, belong to the affectiVe as well

as the cognitive domain in Lhe make-up-of a human being. And

accordinsly, they' are colorcd by ourcemotions.

-Attitudes (as well as the belfefs.wich form them, or the

opinions which exk)ress them) possess different Aspects which aay

be identified as follows.

1. Direction: toward the pOsitive or the negative

2. Intensity. from milerto extreme importance.

3. 'Depth: greater or lesser cer,tainty about,the correct
" ness of the attitude, value, etc.

4. A7reement. tIe extent to which one set of.values,
attitudes, etc. agrees with another set.

5. Duration. the length of.time a value, attitude, or
the like has beep held.

8. Range: from very specific to very general.

-7. Obiectivi from very objective (based upon accurate
information) to prejudiced (not based upon
facts).

.... ,/

/ ,

Although the direction of a person's attitudes is not
. .

always directly related to' the amount of info.rmation he possesses

about the subject, there seems to exist a definite relationship

between the acquisition of information and attitudinal.changes.

In other words, studies have shown that factual information pro-

vided to teachers does have a positive effect on tic reduction

of their prejudices and discriminatory practices. This finding

is quite enpouraging in the realm of educai.n, for it indicates

the possibility of training educators to discontinue detrimental

teaching practices and to disregai,d cherished prejudices for the

sake of education,11 cFractiveness.

9
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How Values Are Learned and Attitudes Acquired

Each national group may be characterized by a set of

dominant values (reflected in attitudes) which are held bythe

average member of that society. An example of such a value.

w ould, be the American stress on "achieve ment.' Beyond these com-

mon values, there are others which tend to vary in accordance
K

with such variables as geographical location, occupation, social

class, educational level, age, sex, religion, and many other

factors. An example of these variations would be in the type of

achievement valued by an individual -- physiCal, intellectual,

financial, and the like.
*.s

All Values and attitudes are learded through contact with

. other people who act as agents in the communication of these

beliefs. Such agents are: the family (the most influential in

the formation of an individual's life style), friends and neighbors,

NNschools, church and community groups, and-social groups,. As a

rule, both the schools and their teachers tend to stress middle

class American values and attitudes which, in the case of 'cul-

turally different learners, may be in direct opposition with those

held in the home. In this respect, adult educators ought to

become aware of their .own tendencies and of the possible con-

flicts which their teaching may create within the learners. They

also should realize that it would be impossible for them to teach

anything without including value or attitudinal content: some

values are taught deliberately, and others are Communicated

by the teacher's action and by the very way he teaches.

Since values and attitudes tend to permeate our whole.

life, it stands to reason that a Conscimis knowledge of them
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(and their effect on interpersonal communication)3w 11 facilitate-

human intera'tion in the adult classroom. In addition, the

accelerated pace of technological developmentin this country

*tends to confront each individual with new problem. situations,

practically on a daily basis, which cause conflicts within the.

inner self and with others. Under the circumstances, the ability

to analyze the situation and to evaluate its effect upon values

and attitudes becomes essential as a means of adapting success-

fully to changing conditions of the physical and social environ-

ments. Thissame skill is equally basic to 'the effective handling

of language education at the 'adult level where the learners bring

to class a'network of life style which is irrelevant to the

American way of life, and which may act as a deterrent for them

in. the search for employment and acceptance into community exis-

tence. The task of the adult educator will not 'be so much that

of 'changing" the learners' values, as that of helping him acquire

a differfent set of values IN ADDITIONTO his own and learn to

behave differentially in accordance with these divergent sets

within the appropriate context.

Thought Questions for...Adult Educators.

American culture tends to value time to the point of

obsession. Ask yourself in what manner this value is .reflectee

in the language and the everyday behavior of the average man.

Think of time-oriented expressions, such as: 'Time lies,"

-A stitch in time save's nine,- Time is money, First core,

first served.

.1i
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Think of the ways in which we organize our lives around

the constraints of time: with "time schedules,'.'penalty

clauses' for failure to complete a contract on time, tendency

to 'get it over with," "rush hours," and the like.

Think of the different meanings attached to -time and

its Ledes by members of other cultures who,attend your classes.

the long-range view of time held by many Asiiiics cover several

generations),, the subordination of temporal considerations to

interpersonal relationships in Hispanic cultures, or the present-

day orientation of sore: Indian Americansi(the Navajos', for

instance).

Ask yourself what sort of conflicts are likely to be

aroused in the culturally-different individual who discovers

in\the host society (the U. S. A.), time valuations which clash

wih those of his native culture. Try to'imagiAe how you would

react to the reverse situation, and That sort of actions you

would resort to, in order to resolve these conflicts:

In.trying to answer these hypothetical questions, it is

necessary to learn how''to place oneself in the other man's

shoes, so to speak. In all value conflict situations, one must

remember that there are.always two.sides to be considered, and

that both sides are entirely justifiable in the eyes of their

proponents. For the purpose of illustration, two concepts of

time will be presented below:

1. The American Viewpoint

a. An American businessman comments upon the Hispanic
way of handling. time:
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"How can Spanish people be sp lackadaisical, as
far 'as Onctuality is concerned?
Uost of us schedule our work thropghout the day and
week, in order to reserve time for leisure and for
family activities. ,Time is money, and it should
not be tasted. To be late for an appointment or
on the Ajob isytantamount to stealing someone else's
time, and thus it is unorgivable. Mallana is not
good enough for me, nor is it acceptable for any
sensible businessman.

b. An American businessman, comments upon the hispanic
view of time-obsession in our culture.

'How Can Spanish people say we worry too much about
the future?

A
The future is the only thing man is.able to control
through plarining. Neither the past, nor the present
can be.changed, but tomorrow is still subject'to
improvement; and any man. who rests on his laurels

4 falls immediately behind in the race for progress.

2: The'Hisnanic*Viewpoint

a. A'Spanish speaker comments upon the American way of
handling time:

'How can ,Am'ericans sAld such an 'accelerated tempo
of activities?
What is the point of rushing through life experi-
ences when it is the quality of human activities
that is irportant, not the quantity nor tie size
of deeds performed in the course of existence.. To
scurry around from task to task like an ant is an
affront to human dignity.0

b. A Spanish speaker comments upon the AmariCaniew
of leisure-time orientation in Hispanic culture:

glow can Americans say that we pay no attention to
time?
On the contrary, we pay more attention to time than
they do; we use time to fulfill our destiny as
human beings, instead of letting ourselves.be run
by it.. He plan such important events as marrl.age,
career, and faLay life carefully in advance, for
they mark the s,eady progress of a man's existence,
but we leave other mattersto the spontaneity,of
momentary feelings and circumstances.:- How do-I"
know today, whether or not I will enjoy dining with

friend next week, whereas I feel a desire and a
need to do so tonight? But 4x cannot obey, this
impulse if I have already set the time aside for
something else- thus I will have missed an
opportunity to use:time pleasurably.4

.13'
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.On the basis of these two examples,'it is easy to see

how values (in this case those associated with time) tend to

become distorted ,t tip intercultural level, and how what is

considered "good- in one society may be criticized as bad'

or 'incomprehensible' in another. The resulting clash which will

occur betWeen representatives of divergent cultures may, then,

be predicted accurately. It should convince teachers of the neces-

sity to *adopt a flexible frame of reference and an attitude of

suspended judgment in dealing with any crosscultural circum-

stances. Unless he becomes sensitized to the incredible complexity

of inter - ethnic patterns in human intlAraction, t e most dedicated

educator cannot succeed in analyzing classroom problems clearly

and objectively, nor is he able to devise instructional strategies

based upon facts inherent to the situation. Empathy is what he

needs ,at is to say, the abiTity to look at the world through

someom. else's eyes and to perceive it in the manner determined by
,.

the viewer's own culturdl filter. Such'a kkill is not an innate

gift possessed by rare individuals, it is simply'a matter of

cquiring the needed competenc9 in,crosscultural understanding

through knowledge (the nature of culture,, cultural conflicts and

misunderstandings, American and other cultures), experience (in

analyzing interaction situations in terms of divergences ins

values, attitudes, beliefs, and the like), and determination (to

keep on trying until the signs of intercultural misunderstandings

are readily. identified, at least as they occur in the classroom

environment). Without this empathy for other cultures, the effec-

tiveness of an adult educator will be considerably reduced, as a

result of restrictive communication at the cognitive, as well a'

the affective, and psychomotor levels.
14


